If you have 2 majors & will earn 2 degrees (i.e.: B.A. in Economics and a B.S.B.A in Finance) you will have two degree audits. (pull down to see the other one)

Click here to test out another major or minor

Courses with a green check are complete

Courses with a red box still need to be completed

Click here to save and print your Degree Audit

Legend:
- Complete
- Complete except for classes in-progress
- Not Complete

 Bachelor of Arts

Unmet conditions for this set of requirements:
120 credits are required. You currently have 71 credits completed or in progress. You still need 49 more credits.

- You meet the minimum GPA requirement
- Cornerstone Requirements
- Major Requirements

Still Needed: See Cornerstone Requirements section

Still Needed: See Education B.A. section

Cornerstone Requirements

Unmet conditions for this set of requirements:
11 classes are required. You currently have 8, you still need 3 more classes. Transfer courses may not be used to fulfill the Moral Inquiry, Natural Scientific Inquiry or Social Scientific Inquiry requirements.

Moral Inquiry

- 1 Class in BUS 333
- Transfer = N or ENV 270 Transfer = N or HIS 233 Transfer = N or PHI 221 Transfer = N or PHI 222 Transfer = N or PHI 223 Transfer = N or PHI 224 Transfer = N or PHI 225 Transfer = N or PHI 226 Transfer = N or PHI 227 Transfer = N or PHI 228 Transfer = N or PHI 229 Transfer = N or PHI 230 Transfer = N or PHI 231 Transfer = N or PHI 232 Transfer = N or PHI 233 Transfer = N or PHI 234 Transfer = N or PHI 235 Transfer = N

Courses that fulfill this requirement.

Credits needed to graduate

Your GPA

Credits Applied include course(s) you’re currently enrolled in. It is assumed that the courses will be satisfactorily completed.